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Eric K. van DOUWEN 
We modify an example of Gaifman and obtain a boolean algebra B which has no positive 
measure but which is o-linked, i.e., B\(O) is the union of countably many families which are 
linked (i.e., every two members meet). 
/.‘,MS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 06ElO 
Boolean algebra measure 
a-centered u-linked 
1. 
If A is a Ba (= Bn&an algebra) we call a finitely additive probability measure 
on A, i.e., a %sctton p : A + [0, 1 J such that 
(Vx,y~A)[x~y= =SPL(XVY)=PW+PFC(YH, and ~c(U=l 
simply a measure on A. We call a measure on A positive if (Vx E A)[ x # 
An obvious necessary condition for a Ba A to have a positive me 
(1) there is a sequence (A,&,+, such that A = UnEN A, and 
(Vn E N)(VF c A,)[ F pairwise disjoint*lF] s n], 
and an obvious sufficient condition for A ts have a positive measure is 
(2) A is o-centered, i.e., there is a countable collection ‘% with lJ % = A\(O) and 
(VC E %)(V finite FE C)[/\ F # 01. 
The precise necessary and sufficient condition for a Ba to have a positive measure 
is given by Kelley [6]; it is more involved thain (1) but not as restrictive as (2). 
The natural question, asked by Horn and Tarski [S, pp. 481 ff], of whether (1) is 
also a sufficient condition for A to have a positive measure was answered negatively 
by Gaifman [3, 2.11. When analyzing this example I found a modification of it 
which still has no positive measure but which comes awfully close to satsifying (2): 
It is a-linked, which obviously is stronger than (1). In fact our example sati 
(3) (Vk E N) [A is CT - k-linked, i.e., there is a countable 9 such that lJ .Z’ = 
and 
FE E)[(F( 9 k=+l\F# 
The description seems slightly easier than that of [3]. 
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Condition (3) has been considered before. The reduced measure algebra of the 
closed unit interval is easily seen to satisfy (3), see e.g. [2, Fact 21. However, this 
algebra is complete and has a a-additive positive measure, so it does not satisfy 
(2). In this context we mention that the complete Bas that have a a-additive positive 
measure have been characterized by Maharam [7], see also [4]. 
We use N to denote the positive integers, [I, n] to denote (k E N: k s n} and [XlcU 
to denote the collection of finite subsets of X. 
Let ZZ denote the set theoretic product 
n [ 1, k!] = { W: v is a function with domain N and 
km4 
(VkcN)[?r(k)E[l, k!]]}. 
For F c ZZ and n E N let F t [ 1, n] abbreviate {g t [ 1, n]: m E F). So UneN ZZ 1 [ 1, n] 
is the tree of restrictions of functions in ZZ to initial segments of N. 
Let @ denote the free Ba which has ZZ as set of generators, and let Z denote the 
ideal generated by 
U {/\ F: FEIZZ]‘wand~F[[l,n]]>(n-l)!) 
r#ElW 
(so /\ F E Z if the finite set IJnEN F 1 [l, n] of branches through UncN ZZ [ [l, n] 
hits at least one level in a big set). Our example is the quotient @/Z. 
act. The following are equivalent for disjoint finite F, G c ZZ: 
(1) /\ F-V GrlZ; 
(2) A Fe Z; 
(3) (VnEN)[IF 1 [l, n]l”(n-l)!]. 
f. The implications (1) a(2)*(3) are clear. The implication (3)*( 1) follows 
from the following simple consequence of the fact that ZZ freely generates @: 
(V disjoint c G E [ZZ]‘“)(V finite 94 c [Z?]‘“) 
[ 
A F-VGs V /\A+~AE&)[A~F] 
AE.d 1 . ($1 
To prove (*) assume that one can pick PA E A\ F for A E 4 Let x = 
(A F-V G)-VA,,PA~ since ZZ freely generates @, but x s /\ F - V G 
and (VAE&)[XA/\ A= 
The set 
B={A F-V 6: F,Gc[ZZ]cw and FnG=@} 
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is a basis for @ (in the sense that (Vx E @)(3 U E [B]‘“)[x = V U]) hence {x/l: x E 
B} is a basis for @/I. It follows that we prove @/I is o - k-linked if we find a 
countable .5? such that 
lJ2?=B\P, and (~~LE~)(VHEL)[IHI~~~/\H~Z]. 
For MN, and Ad7 1 [l,n], define 
r, ={FclI 1 [I, n]: (Vi~[l, n])[]F 1 [l, i]lS(i-l)!]}, 
LA={/\ F-V G: ]F/+n-l)! and 
F][l,n]EAandG][l,n]nA=@}. 
From the fact we easily see that 
(MEN) B\I= u U(La:Adn} 
[ 
. 
nak 1 
Hence we prove @/I is u - k-linked for all k E N by showing 
(Vn E N)(VA E r,)[ LA is n-linked (self explanatory)]. 
So pick A 4-V Gj for j~[l,n], and let F=U;=, ;Fj and G=UJ=, Gj. Then 
FnG=@ since F 1 [l,n]cA but G r [l,n]nA=0. Also, since (V’~[l,n]) 
[IFjls(n-l)!] we see that 
(Vi~[l, n])[lF 1 [l, i]ldlA 1 [l, ill+-l)!],and 
(Vie(n,m))[lF 1 [l, i]l~lFl~ i Iel6n* (n-l)!=n!r(i-l)!], 
‘=I 
hence A F - V G ti I by the fact. 
We begin with an index-free reformulation of the easy direction of Kelley’s 
characterization, and, for the convenience of the reader, supply a proof. 
8. Let p be a measure on a Ba A. For all finite F E A and k, s E N, if (Vx E F) 
[p(x)2 l/s] and (W Y E F)[IKI > kap(l\K) = 01, then I FI d ks. 
rmf. Since F is finite there is a partition P of I such that (VXE F) 
[x=~{~~P:p~x}].Clearly(Vp~P)[~(p)>0~1(x~F:x~p}~~k]. Hence 
]Fl/ss c P(X)= C C P(P)= C ]{=F:~+~w(P) 
XCF XE F PE P.p~--x PEP 
6 1 k*p(p)=k*l. cl 
PEP 
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If @/I has a positive measure, then @ has a measure p such that I = p+(O). If 
for each s E N we let 17, = { 7r E n: cc(-) 2 l/s}, then n = UsEN n, since (Wrr E n) 
[T E I, hence p( 7~) > 0] by the fact. 
We claim that there are s E N and n 2 s and FE fl, such that 
(ViE[l,(n+l)!Jj(3!mC+r(n+l)=i]. (*) 
Indeed, n = flkEN [ 1, k!) is compact in the product topology, hence is Baire. Nence 
for some n EN and s E N there is p E X! 1 [I, n] such that the basic open set B = 
{n E I7: 7r 2 p} meets I& in a set dense in B. Without loss of generality assume n 3 S, 
and find F by choosing rr~BnI7, with n(n+l)=i for each iE[l,(n+l)!]. 
From (*), the fact and the equality I = p+(O) we see that 
WK E FNKI >n!+p(A K)=O]. 
Since (Vx E F)[p(x) 3 l/s > l/n] it follows from the Lemma that 1 FI s n ! n. 
However, jFI = (n + l)! because of (*). 
5. A question about chain conditions 
Bell [l] has constructed for each k E N a Ba which is CT- k-linked but not 
CT - (k + I)-linked. 0 ur Ba @/I is not a-centered but is c - k-linked for all k E N, 
and in fact is slightly better. For f~ %J, the functions N-, N, call a Ba f-linked if 
there is a sequence (An)nEN with A, f(n)-linked and, for every k E N, 
A\(O) = Lj A,. 
nzk 
Note that u - k-linked +-linked if (Vn E N)[f( n) = k]. Let 
I 
+ 
1 
fCR.4: .li+lif(n)=a, 
I 
. 
Then @/I is f-linked for some f~ t; this f will converge to a3 very slowly. This 
suggests the question just which implications of the following do not reverse: 
A c+-centered+VfE ‘%d)[A f-linked]+A is (n),,,-linked 
+(Zlj% ?)[A isf-linked]+(Vk E N)[A is (+ - k-linked]. 
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